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Not a new issue …
“Home testing may not
provide the final solution, and
a more comprehensive HIV
prevention strategy will be
required; however, it may
prove an effective tool to
increase social awareness of
HIV when used hand-in-hand
with voluntary counselling and
testing.”
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What’s the concern?







There is increased risk of
unmanaged anxiety, with potential
for suicide
“SAMA chairman ….noted that it was
‘risky’ for individuals to test themselves
‘unmonitored’ and that it might lead to
devastated patients or suicide”.
Counselling is a vital component of
HIV tests and is bypassed by selftesting
Testing could be coerced in a home
environment
Accuracy of test
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Inconsistency


There are a wide range of
self-tests currently available
in pharmacies and
supermarkets in SA,
including tests for
pregnancy, prostate cancer,
ovulation, recreational
drugs and breathalysers for
alcohol. Few objections
have been raised against
the availability of these
tests, and their
distribution is not
regulated.
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Children – a particular challenge


“ ….simply offering selfHIV tests to all children
aged >12 years would not
be lawful, unless it could
be shown that it was in
their best interests and
that counselling was
provided.”
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Key points






The FDA-approved OraQuick In-Home HIV Test is the only HIVST kit that
meets international standards. Other less rigorously evaluated diagnostics,
however, are available over-the-counter or through
With current tests, user errors are very common. Key challenges included:
the lack of integrated test components, poor labeling and unclear
instructions on how to perform the test and how to interpret results.

Ethically:


HIV testing, has results that are arguably no more life-changing than those of
other diseases and conditions, such as diabetes and pregnancy, for which selftesting is readily available and less rigorously evaluated.
 Challenges - scaling-up testing where treatment is unavailable, increasing user
autonomy without support, and increasing potential risk for coercive testing, interpartner violence, and psycho-social distress, especially in settings with preexisting violence and among key populations who fear accessing HIV services.
Moreover, HIVST will also impact legal policies that criminalize the transmission
of HIV and could alter who incurs responsibility for partner-notification and
linkage to HIV services.
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“Despite the limitations, this review found very little
evidence of any harm occurring in the practice of selftesting. Based on these findings, we recommend that HIV
self-testing not be restricted based on fears of harm, but
rather that as self-testing is expanded, researchers and
policy makers pay particular attention to monitoring and
measuring for unintended harm.”
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Recommendations
“To fully maximize the opportunity HIVST presents, the public health
community can support the current momentum by ensuring that:
 post-market surveillance systems are developed,
 estimates of the market size and cost-effectiveness of HIVST are
enhanced,
 policy and regulatory systems to ensure the quality of available
HIVST kits are developed,
 systems to monitor and report social harms, and track and identify
how people who self-test are linked to prevention, care and
treatment services are developed, and
 Innovative methods and technologies are leveraged, such as
mHealth and eHealth interventions.”
Johnson C et al. Realizing the Potential for HIV Self-Testing. AIDS Behav 2014.
DOI 10.1007/s10461-014-0832-x
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